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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter focused on presenting the research findings on the basis of result 

of the data analysis. In other words, it presents the solution of the research questions. 

In addition, it presents the discussion based on related theories to clarify the findings. 

 

4.1 Research Finding 

 Communication is a part of human life, year by year it also develops along 

with globalization era. Internet is the one of tool to communicate with the others. 

Nowadays internet becomes more familiar to everyone, and chatting is a part of 

internet. Chatting is talking to other people who are using the internet at the same 

time you are. From this interest, the researcher tries to analyze the slang that 

commonly used in Paltalk Chat. 

The research findings presented below were described from the result of 

fourth times doing observation and documentation from paltalk chat.The first 

documentation was on April 8 2013 at 08.00 am until 10.00 am, the second 

documentation was on April 11 2013 at 8.00am until 10.10am, the third 

documentation was on April 12 2013 at 07.00 am until 10.45am, and the last 

documentation was onApril 13 2013 at 09.30am until 12.10pm. 

 

http://www.paltalk.com/
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4.1.1 Slangs found in The Sports Rejectsin Paltalk Chat 

 Here are slangs thatare found from The Sports Rejects in Paltalk Chat. 

Table 4.1.1 Slangs found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk Chat 

No Slang No Slang No Slang 

1 Talken 15 Stuff 29 Gonna 

2 Tune 16 Wazzzaappp 30 Chicken wings 

3 Hola 17 Devils 31 Panther 

4 Hawr you 18 Fucked up 32 Freakin movie 

5 Wachim 19 Im on beer 33 Howdy 

6 Off 20 Ur slackin 34 Pricks 

7 Free mic 21 Ur 35 Brownie point 

8 Sorta 22 Wuld 36 Gay 

9 Dunno 23 Aint 37 Goin 

10 Wanna 24 Gotta 38 My bad 

11 Gettin 25 
Nasty damn 

weather 
39 Gonbe 

12 Fucking coach 26 Chilly   

13 Gals 27 Man on fire   

14 Babe 28 Ya   

 

 After doing observation along 4 times, the researcher found that there were 39  

slangs found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk Chat. 
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4.1.2 The slang and meaning found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk chat. 

The slang and meaning are found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk chat, they 

are: 

Table 4.1.2 Slang and meaning found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk chat 

No Slang Meaning 

1 Talken Talking 

2 Tune 
Warning in order to the other chatter replys his 

chat. 

3 Hola Hello 

4 Hawr you How are you 

5 Wachim Waching 

6 Off Leaving from the chat room 

7 Free mic 
No one says anything or plays music in the chat 

room 

8 Sorta An energic woman 

9 Dunno Do not know 

10 Wanna Want to 

11 Gettin Getting 

12 Fucking coach Wicked coach or bad coach 

13 Fucked up Untidy 

14 Im on beer Drinking alcohol 

15 Ur slackin You are lazy or idler 

16 Ur Your 

17 Wuld Would 

18 Aint I am not 
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19 Gotta Go to 

20 Nasty damn weather Bad weather 

21 Stuff Sexualities 

22 Wazzzaaaapp What‟s up 

23 Devils Scary person or strange person 

24 Man on fire Someone who has high spirit 

25 Gals Girls 

26 Ya You 

27 Panthers Sprinter 

28 Freakin movie Abusing movie 

29 Howdy How do you do 

30 Pricks An idiot person 

31 Brownie point A gift or an achievement 

32 Gay Homosexual male 

33 Goin Going 

34 My bad I am sorry 

35 Gonbe Gonna be 

36 Chilly Hot weather 

37 Gonna Going to 

38 Chicken wings Ugly woman 

39 Babe An affectionate form for someone 

Source: Sari, Nirmala. 1988. An introduction to linguistic. Jakarta: Depdikbud 

 

 Here are the explanations of slangs and the meaning that was found in Paltalk 

chat: 
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Data 1 

Talken 

bradley_43  : im lonely and nobody will invite me to talk 

Rose44  : lol woop  

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes : ok bro 

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes : ty 

Amir Of My Destiny : trance4444 your mic sis 

Lily_MC1  : your so blocked   lol 

Funkytown_Erin : nadia  how r u 

Lily_MC1  :   lol 

dj_ morocco  : tunnnnnnnnnnnnnnnne 

slaps-5   : good,too..when? lol 

NADIA_UK_2012 : Funky hugggggggggggs long time how u keeping   

slaps-5   :  

Lily_MC1  : now  grr  lol 

WOOP pee  : nadia from uk 

Lady_Dragon_01 : bradley, just chat in the room 

ChaNaZ TuNisiA :   

slaps-5   : looool 

Fioriluminata  : bradley you already talken 

Lily_MC1  :   
 

 Based on the dialog above it was found that word Talken is for talking. The 

word talken is the same as a form of past participle of word talked. The word Talken 

is used in informal situation. It belongs to slang word because itis usually used in 

informal style of language. Slang is informal style of language. The word talken is 

also familiar in many occasions to make their language interesting. Then, Anderson 

and Trudgill (1990:69) stated that slang is found in words, not in grammar. Since 
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there is no grammar of slang, slang cannot be considered as language. Therefore, 

when people talk about slang, it is referred to words not grammar or pronunciation. In 

this case, the word talken is not found in grammar or dictionary. Therefore, the word 

talkenis included asslang. 

From the dialog above, Lady_Dragon_01 was looking for Bradley, ChaNaZ 

TuNisiAwas also looking for Bradley, it is showed by the emoticon that written by 

ChaNaZ TuNisiA, like confused. Then Fioriluminata said that Bradley already talken 

in the chat room. 

Data 2 

Tune 

Amir Of My Destiny : TUNEEEEEEEEEEEEEE  

Ps l Love You  : ty mi  

M _i_   :   

sara24_10  :  

ChaNaZ TuNisiA :  Black_28  Black_28  

NADIA_UK_2012 : zoooooooom  

Ps l Love You  : ty sun  

afx007   : M_I_ talk to me please 

mrbaseball82000 : TY 

hazard37  :   

M _i_   : wb Mr  

o_ZooM_o  : moul do u see ?  

moul_na3na3_1 : tuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuune 

sunshine_160  : uw 

Amir Of My Destiny :  
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From the dialog above, it was found that the word tune means that tune is for 

warning to the other chatter in order to reply or percieve her message. The word tune 

itself is written in various words, such as tune, TUNE, 

tuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuune, and TUNEEEEEEEEEEEEEE.Anderson and 

Trudgill also stated the reason in using slang. They stated that the use of slang is to be 

secret – not to be understood by those around one. Some slang users use the language 

only in a particular group of people who understand and exchange the messages. 

Some groups use slang to speak only with their members to make other groups not 

understand what they are talking. For BlackBerry Messanger users it is familiar like 

word “PING!!”. It is proved that different occasion or community also has different 

style to give warning. It belongs to slang because this word is usually used in 

informal situation, and the other people can not understand easily before they doing 

conversation. 

 From the conversation above, moul_na3na3_1 wanted the other chatters reply 

his message. 

 

Data 3 

Hola 

ninabonita_3  : Hola  

Houbi W Jounouni :  

M _i_   : yes too long 

x HANIM AGA x :  
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sara24_10  :  

Lily_MC1  : Rose  you got  lucky  

Dangerboy2007 : lol woops mouls just being grumpy 

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes :  

NADIA_UK_2012 : he said welcome to 2012 loool 

ChaNaZ TuNisiA :  Black_28  

sunshine_160  : no snow yet here but we will get it lol 

Dangerboy2007 : we will degrump her 

x HANIM AGA x :  

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes :  

WOOP pee  : lol 

moul_na3na3_1 : danger  

ChaNaZ TuNisiA :  Black_28  

Dangerboy2007 : 1 sec lol 

 

Based on the conversation above,it was found that the word holais for hello. 

The word hola is like word to say helo to someone. Anderson and Trudgill (1990) 

stated that slang is creative. When someone uses the same type of slang, people 

recognize them as a member of the group. But, they do not understand the slang 

terms with other groups. So, every group should be creative to make up new words in 

slang. Same as in Paltalk chat, the members of The Sports Rejects are conduct to 

make a new slang word. 

From the dialog above,ninabonita_3 said hola to the others chatters in the room 
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Data 4 

Hawr you 

dj_ morocco  : amir  heelo bro labass 3lik a khouya= hawr you bro  

Amir Of My Destiny : markmancimm your mic plz 

Akrour   : houbi  wtgggg 

Houbi W Jounouni : amir de rien/uwww 

Roxxxanne  : HI 

Houbi W Jounouni : akrour uwww 

Amir Of My Destiny : markmannn  

final_love92  : shut up .... 

 

From the dialog above , it was found that the word hawr you is for how are 

you. It is used in informal style of language. It belongs to slang because the phrase 

hawr you is used in informal situation. Moreover, Anderson and Trudgill (1990) 

stated slang is slang is typical of informal situations. The using of language depends 

on the situation. The formality of language is tied to the situation: in formal situation 

people expect formal language and informal situation they expect informal language. 

Slang will be the last choice for anyone attempting to use language for formal, 

persuasive or business purposes since they will be considered as a rude people. Slang 

words will be found in the conversation between friends or in a certain community. 

 Based on the conversation above, dj_ morocco asked to the other chatters 

about their condition. 

 

Data 5 

Wachim 
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Dangerboy2007 : lol violet did u accept 

Lily_MC1  : japs 

Kizziemaile  : french man *.* 

Lily_MC1  :   

Amir Of My Destiny: Mic LIne :  <rendezvous(lost hand ) <<  Chanaz Tunizia < 

@ddd< RAULVIGAR85 < @BordoOjeli < @Amir < M i < Lily MC < Lonmar < 

Mona <be cool < music boy < Dj morocco < @cassandra < @moul < ASIA 

EXPRESS < Houbi w jounouni < JOJI < zhenoo < @STATE < zehira < DR Abu 

baker < trance 4 < king 17 ....... 

Ainisha  :   

violet_71_1  : he want me to wachim hi is pervers 

Diddle Drama Dale : lol rose hugs sis  gtsy 

M O N A_  : yeeee 

Dangerboy2007 : wheres da Bass? 

Dangerboy2007 : who stole the bass 

Rose44  : hugsssssss gtsy too  

M O N A_  :  

M _i_   :   me too whis 

Lily_MC1  : yeah  the  bass? 

Lily_MC1  : here  we go 

 

From the dialog above, it was found that the word wachim is for watching. It 

belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation and the other people can not 

understand the meaning of violet_71_1‟s said before they join the conversation in the 

room. Then, Anderson and Trudgill (1990) stated that there are some characteristics 

of slang. One of them is that slang is found in words, not in grammar. Every language 

contains vocabulary and grammar. Since there is no grammar of slang, slang cannot 

be considered as language. Therefore, when people talk about slang, it is referred to 

words not grammar or pronunciation. The word wachim is not found in a dictionary 

or in English grammar. 
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 From the conversation above violet_71_1 said that she has to watch M_i_‟s 

pervers. 

Data 6 

OFF 

Rose44  : hi dave 

Funkytown_Erin : ty moro lol 

butterfly0281  :  

violet_71_1  : OFF !!!!!! 

M O N A_  :  

M O N A_  :  

anna19_3  : simoh19801 what is funny? :P 

uwLi g pJLc  :  morown nice  

M _i_   :   no..just left bathroom  

 

 Based on conversations above, it was found that the word OFF is for leaving 

from the chat room. The word off is to make easy when they interact to the other 

chatters in the room. Anderson and Trudgill (1990) stated that there are several 

reasons that to make people prefer to use slang. One of them is for ease of social 

intercourse. It means that using slang has special relationship, because slang rarely 

happens to be used by people to make conversation with new people. In the Sports 

Rejects, the word off is commonly used by the other chatters. 

 From the dialog above, it means thatviolet_71_1 wanted to leave from the 

chat room. 

 

Data 7 

Free mic 
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rendezvous60microns  : freeee mic, tyas! 

Dangerboy2007  : wtg tuneeeee 

Diddle Drama Dale  : ty rende 

Amir Of My Destiny  : WTG 

Diddle Drama Dale  : chanaz mic 

M O N A_   : wtggggggggggg 

Amir Of My Destiny  : CHANAZ TUNIZIA 

ChaNaZ TuNisiA  : ty    

HellaHood   : forgiven on tha shirt huh 

Amir Of My Destiny  : MIC PLZ 

 

From the conversation above, it was found that the word free micis for no one 

say anything or plays music in the chat room. It belongs to slang because it is used in 

informal situation. Moreover, Anderson and Trudgill (1990) stated that the reason to 

use slang is to be secret – not to be understood by those around one. Some slang users 

use the language only in a particular group of people who understand and exchange 

the messages. Some groups use slang to speak only with their members to make other 

groups not understand what they are talking. The other people who were not as a 

member of Paltalk Chat, they may not understand the meaning of free mic. 

From the dialog above, rendezvous60microns said to tyas in order that tyas say 

something or play the music in the chat room. Because of that rendezvous60microns 

said to tyas in the chat room. 

 

Data 8 

Sorta 

PWillis   : your shit talk about the niners gassed me vick 

falcons_time_is_now  : sf best team in the nfc 
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PWillis   : please show some respect lol 

falcons_time_is_now  : no doubt 

falcons_time_is_now  : atlanta cant to a qb with their front 4 

falcons_time_is_now  : sf can 

PWillis : theres rumors that vernon and rogers redid there deals 

to get bowman signed 

PWillis   : niner cap hell or something 

falcons_time_is_now  : carlos? 

PWillis   : yep 

PWillis   : one sec lemme see if I can find it 

falcons_time_is_now  : 10-3 

PWillis   : http://ninercaphell.com/ 

PWillis   : one sec Ill fix that 

PWillis   : done 

PWillis   : I feel like ordering some pizza 

missBullwinkle  : her favorite snack 

jsanf44373   : too much bread in pizza  

PWillis : but I feel like sorta a trader, the place I went to went 

to shit and the place I shit on is better now lol 

falcons_time_is_now  : game start in 14 mins 

missBullwinkle  : she says I talk to much 

PWillis   : whay game vick? 

jsanf44373   : kevin hogan for heisman  

falcons_time_is_now  : pac 12 ttitl 

PWillis   : whos playing? 

falcons_time_is_now  : ucla stanford 

PWillis   : oh ya 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word sorta is for an 

energic woman.It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation. It is a kind 

of informal style of language. Moreover, the other people who were not as a member 

of Paltalk Chat, they may not understand about the meaning of the word sorta. 

Whereas according to Fromkin (2003:473), slang is one of those things that 

everybody can recognize and nobody can define. 
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 From the conversation above, PWillis felt that he was an energic woman 

because he shit down in the better place. 

 

Data 9 

Dunno 

 

PWillis  : how can you buy a smart TV and not have PIP 

falcons_time_is_now : i dunno! 

falcons_time_is_now : smart tvs are overpriced 

PWillis : vick this TV was bought on clearance on clearance, it was 

Sonys flagship at the time for 600 

 

Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word dunno is for do 

not know. This word is used in informal style of language.Anderson and Trudgill 

(1990) stated about several reasons people prefer to use slang, one of them is to be 

picturesque or beautiful. Slang is unique than other taboo languages. The purpose is 

to make conversation more interesting and attractive. In other words, it is to avoid the 

conversation bored. 

 From the conversation above, PWillis asked how can you bay a smart TV and 

not have PIP. Then falcons_time_is_now answered that he do not know. 

 

Data 10 

Wanna 

ravenruler-99  : I had those rugged wear ones last 10 years 

Drew Dat  : gg vic 

falcons_time_is_now : gg 

Drew Dat  : hard to watch we need payton back 
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falcons_time_is_now : saints will be back on top in 2013 

jsanf44373  : yep they need a coach  

jsanf44373  : how do you throw 5 picks 

Drew Dat : atl was smart they knew saints wanna throw the ball 5 mill 

times a gm when the run is killing atl 

Drew Dat  : pierre had like an 7 ypc 

Drew Dat  : =/ 

jsanf44373  : sean payton might want to coach another team next year  

ravenruler-99  : Jacoby Jones is a gift jsan 

jsanf44373  : at wr ? 

InsaneWithPain : sup ladys 

ravenruler-99  : as a 3rd he is 

jsanf44373  : you got to admit he stunk last season  

ravenruler-99  : I will. But he is money here 

ravenruler-99  : special teams alone. 

jsanf44373  : i would rather have jacoby jones over ted ginn jr 

R_rahman : WHO ELSE THINKS FALCONS ARE JUST AN OVER 

RATED TEAM 

InsaneWithPain : a over rated team is the ravens 

ravenruler-99  : sup insane 

falcons_time_is_now : td ucla 

InsaneWithPain : sup croc 

magnetic_rhino : TD Ucla 

InsaneWithPain : sup grand pa lahoni 

lahoni_1  : IWP 

ravenruler-99  : Im christmas shopping 

 

Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word wanna is for 

want to. This word is used in informal style of language. This word usually used in 

informal situation, some of people in a certain occasion uses this word. Because they 

feel relaxed and closer when they speak to the others. Anderson and Trudgill (1990) 

stated about several reasons people prefer to use slang, one of them is to be 

picturesque or beautiful. Slang is unique than other taboo languages. The purpose is 

to make conversation more interesting and attractive. In other words, it is to avoid the 

conversationbecome bored. 
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 From the dialog above,  jsanf44373 asked Drew Dat about the compatition 

last night. Then Drew Dat answered that atl threw the balls 5 miles times. 

 

Data 11 

Gettin 

PWillis  : I bought gifts this year, three and took them all back 

PWillis  : 1 for me, 1 for the cousin and one for the kids 

PWillis  : they are all back 

PWillis  : dad is gettin a picture and thats it 

PWillis : I bought a PS3 for the kids, but havent even asked for me, an 

HD for the cousin and a printer for me. all back now, then I 

was given a large bonus 

falcons_time_is_now : this game is in Stanford 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word getting is for 

getting. The word gettin is more brief and simples when the chatters type in the 

chatting room. It is a kind of informal style of language. It belongs to slang because it 

is used in informal situation. 

 From the conversation above,  PWillisgave his dad a picture. 

 

 

Data 12 

Fucking coach 

InsaneWithPain  : ]ur fired thats who 

InsaneWithPain  : u bstfu fucking coach jr 

the_original_bludhound : i thought you were going to become Elite Banner 

Solutions 

InsaneWithPain  : need a asshat to be in reject room 

the_original_bludhound : or Elite Banner LLC 
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InsaneWithPain  : go watch ur tv show randel 

Oldag    : falcons won last night. means something. 

the_original_bludhound : Drew Brees won 

the_original_bludhound : with 5 picks 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : i was glad to see that td streak end 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : now they can quit talking about it every game 

the_original_bludhound : Brees was SO desperate to extend that streak 

the_original_bludhound : you could tell 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : lance moore could have got that one 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : usually he catches everything he gets his hands on 

the_original_bludhound : Saints should have scored at the end of the half 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : yah that was on brees 

magnetic_rhino  : the girl won 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : not scoring there is almost like another turnover 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the phrase fucking coach is 

for wicked coach or bad coach. Almost the teenagers as the members in the chat room 

in Paltalk chat. Moreover some of teenagers prefer to use informal style language 

than formal style language. Because of that, it is possible if they use bad words in 

chatting. Slang also carries negative connotation. Other social norms are also 

transgressed by slang, and it makes it free to use taboo expressions such as the words 

fuck and shit in public media that has become a mark of liberation or a sign of revolt 

(Spolsky, 1998:36). Slang also has a bad meaning, so it can be included into a bad 

language.For example, fucking coach as the researcher found in this research. 

 Based on the conversation above, InsaneWithPain has judgment to coach jr 

that he was bad coach in the his favorite team. So that, he said u bstfu fucking coach 

jr. 

 

Data 13 
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Fucked up 

InsaneWithPain  : how woody 

PWillis   : al you homo 

InsaneWithPain  : and wtf u rambling about willis 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : the banner says im hired 

PWillis   : LOL 

InsaneWithPain  : al aint here moron 

InsaneWithPain  : hes at bingo willis 

chicagoal54 : PWillis was bounced from the room by: chicagoal54.  

InsaneWithPain  : o0o i forgot bye willis 

InsaneWithPain  : and drew 

InsaneWithPain  : pro is gona be upset 

InsaneWithPain  : when he gets back 

pro_x14 : ELITE Banner Enterprises was bounced from the 

room by: pro_x14.  

InsaneWithPain  : lmfao 

chicagoal54   : lol 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : what happened 

InsaneWithPain  : paltalk crashed 

chicagoal54: 

http://i94.photobucket.com/albums/l84/dawgmann/aaronrodgersconcussed.jpg 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : TD Kent State 

InsaneWithPain  : woody ur unhired 

InsaneWithPain  : so ur still fired 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : http://cdn.ksk.uproxx.com/wp-

content/uploads/2012/09/Cutlerfinger.jpg this is your qb al 

chicagoal54   : yup..hes perfect for Chicago woody 

chicagoal54   : here is your qb 

chicagoal54   : 

http://i94.photobucket.com/albums/l84/dawgmann/aaronrodgersconcussed.jpg 

InsaneWithPain  : al how did u get the birdies around him 

chicagoal54   : i didnt..i found it like that 

chicagoal54   : hilarious 

InsaneWithPain  : lol 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : going to OT 

InsaneWithPain  : i had one fucked up dream this morning 

InsaneWithPain  : some 1 was drowning me 

ravenruler-99   : But yet you are alive 

InsaneWithPain  : listen u drunk dont u have to go piss outside 

ravenruler-99   : You wish you were me insane 

InsaneWithPain  : not really 
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 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the phrase fucked up is for 

untidy. Same as fucking coach, it is also kinds of slang. Almost the chatters in Paltalk 

Chat are teenagers. So that they usually use informal style of language, it is possible 

if it is usedin the chat room.Other social norms are also transgressed by slang, and it 

makes it free to use taboo expressions such as the words fuck and shit in public media 

that has become a mark of liberation or a sign of revolt (Spolsky, 1998:36). Slang 

also has a bad meaning, so it can be included into a bad language.Such asfucked up. 

 Based on the conversation above, InsaneWithPain said in chat room about his 

fucked up dream in the morning. At that time he is very angry and feels so bad. 

 

Data 14 

Im on beer 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : if KC played Philly, i am pretty confident KC would 

win 

Xshatan   : tie 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : jags are better than a 2-9 team with henne at qb 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : as soon as henne gets in, blackmon, cecil shorts, and 

lewis all start going off 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : they couldnt do anything with gabbert in 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : lol 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : Bad day! Im on beer right now 0 

 

Based on the conversation above, it was found that the phrase im on beer is 

for he was drinking. There is no meaning in dictionary for im on beer. It belongs to 

slang because it is used in informal situation. Moreover, Anderson and Trudgill 

(1990) stated that there are some characteristics of slang, one of them are slang is 
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often conscious. Slang is usually spoken by producing an original effect. Most people 

will agree that they use the language changes depending on the context of the 

situation. When in a formal situation, they reduce the slang and in informal situation, 

the opposite occur. As a result, slang can be classified as a conscious decision to 

change their language in a social context. Slang is associated with particular groups 

for example the black community will have their own slang.The word im on beeris 

also consciously used by the member in The Sports Rejects. He expresses his feeling 

by using a phrase im on beer. 

 Based on the conversation above, ELITE Banner Enterprises said that if Phlly 

played in KC team, of course KC will be the winner in the competitions. But if 

henne, Blackmon, cecil and lewis played in KC team, it may be lost in the 

competition. Then ELITE Banner Enterprises feel uneasy and he directly drank some 

beers. 

 

Data 15 

Ur slackin 

Xshatan : woody u gonna fix the banner 

Xshatan : Iv some dutie, but Ur slackin! 

Xshatan : lol 

Xshatan : jk 

the game_24 : steelers reboundddddddddddddd 

xshatan : yay 

volsrule39 : laters  
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 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the phrase Ur slackin is 

for you are lazy or idler. There is no meaning of slackin in dictionary. It is used in 

informal style of language. 

 Based on the conversation above, Xshatan said in the room that he was so 

busy because of his duties. Then he said to volsrule39 that Ur slackin. It means that 

volsrule39 is lazy person. 

 

Data 16 

Ur 

Xshatan : oh wait, nvm 

the game_24 : foles should get one win this week n vick come back healthy 

xshatan : most ur nurse needs to turn you, so you don't get bed sores 

the game_24 : go kins 

the game_24 : skins 

the game_24 : houston easily 

 

Based on theconversation above, it was found ur is for your. It belongs to 

slang because it is used in informal style of language. It becomes familiar to the 

chatters who are teenagers. They like to make their written to be briefly. For 

example:Ur and gettin. Anderson and Trudgill (1990) stated that the reason people 

prefer use slang as their conversation, on of them is that making fun the situation or 

the conversation. The word Ur is very simple that is used by the chatter to make their 

conversation enjoy. And it make easier to the chatters when they text the massege in 

the room in Paltalk Chat. 
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 Based on the conversation above, xshatan said in the chat room that the 

game_24need to go the hospital, because his nurse is looking for him in order to he 

does not get soreness. 

Data 17 

Wuld 

Xshatan   : lol 

Xshatan   : i thot that wuld wake u up 

ELITE Banner Enterprises : too many bengal fans in here now 

dx_isdead   : would love him to be the gm here 

xshatan   : and the players love him 

dx_isdead   : yea i saw that 

the game_24   : who should try out 4 wwe 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word wuld is for 

would/will. It belongs to slang because it is a style of language. It is used in informal 

situation like in the chat room. Almost chatters in the chat room like to develop the 

word or sentence to be colorful and interesting. For example is wuld, in dictionary is 

would. But the chatters use the brief one like wuldin order to make their conversation 

more enjoyable. 

 Based on the conversation above, Xshatan said that he would wake ELITE 

Banner Enterprises up.  

 

Data 18 

Aint 

………………………… 
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M _i_   :  

Amir Of My Destiny :  

M O N A_  :  

amira01_3  :   

HellaHood  : I aint know how it was gonna turn out but glad I tried it 

BG-Mack  : hi Violet 

violet_71_1  : niceeeeeeeeee 

 

Based on the conversation above, it was found aint  is for I am not. It belongs 

to slang because it is a style of language. It is used in informal situation like in the 

chat room. According to Anderson and Trudgill (1990) stated about characteristic of 

slang, one of them is that slang is ancient. It is very difficult to know what slang is 

and what is not when look at foreign languages for back in time. It is because some of 

slang words borrow some old languages. In order to know the expressions are slang, 

we should study about language. The word aint is the ancient word of English 

language. 

From the characteristics above, it can be concluded that slang is different from 

other bad language. Slang has its own characteristic, and those characteristic make 

slang become interesting and unique. 

 Based on the conversation above, HellaHood said that he did not know about 

the turn of his team to join the competition. 

 

Data 19 

Gotta 

Rose44  : bradley ..thats what chat rooms are for ..to chat in ..join in  
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Lily_MC1  : no sound 

ChaNaZ TuNisiA : 22222 

MUSIC_BOY_2007 : tuneeeeee 

NADIA_UK_2012 : im ok ty gtsy  

Lily_MC1  :   

M O N A_  : 2222222 

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes : no sound? 

sunshine_160  : u tell em rosey 

Amir Of My Destiny : walo  

bradley_43  : im new dont know how 

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes : huh 

NADIA_UK_2012 : 2222 

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes : brb 

sunshine_160  : no 

TranCe 4 Ur SenSes : reboot  

slaps-5   : no noise,too.. 

sunshine_160  : hb 

komando12  : 1111111111 

Amir Of My Destiny : hb 

M O N A_  :   2222 

ChaNaZ TuNisiA : mixer plzzz 

Funkytown_Erin : gtsy u sis  

Amir Of My Destiny : ok 

NADIA_UK_2012 : ty 

Lily_MC1  :   

Lady_Dragon_01 : hugssss rose 

big earl  : hey baby 

Rose44  : lol sunshine ..gotta refresh their brains every so often lol  

ChaNaZ TuNisiA :    222 

Rose44  : hugssssssssssss lady d  

Lady_Dragon_01 : hugssss sunshine 

 

Based on the conversation above, it was found gotta is for going to. It belongs 

to slang because it is a style of language. It is used in informal situation like in the 

chat room. Anderson and Trudgill (1990) stated about the reason people prefer to use 

slang, one of then is to be picturesque or beautiful. Slang is unique than other taboo 
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languages. The purpose is to make the conversation more interesting and attractive. In 

other words, it is to avoid the conversation become boring.The word gotta is very 

simple word which usually use by the chatter in The Sports Reject in Paltalk chat. 

 From the conversation above, Rose44 said that she and the other chatters want 

to refresh their brains. 

 

Data 20 

Nasty damn weather 

CHARLOTTE237 : jay got messed up when he married that semi celebrity kristin 

and had a kid 

CHARLOTTE237 : like tony romo with jessica uggg simpson 

Ovechkin 8_8 : the ocean currents will take dbf up to canada then he will 

become a hockey fan 

da bearsfan_241 : typhoon r the pussies of hurricanes 

Ovechkin 8_8  : excellent 

CHARLOTTE237 : dont get aids wtf?? 

da bearsfan_241 : lol ove i would drown myself before that 

CHARLOTTE237 : we had tornado's go throught today  

CHARLOTTE237 : \not my exact area but close\ 

CHARLOTTE237 : nasty damn weather 

Ovechkin 8_8 : you know in canada we had missing feet show up on our 

shores, dbf 

CHARLOTTE237 : one person killed semis tossed like shoes 

Ovechkin 8_8  : on west coast 

da bearsfan_241 : lol just feet? 

Ovechkin 8_8  : just feet 

da bearsfan_241 : must of been small jap feet 

Ovechkin 8_8  : in a shoe 

CHARLOTTE237 : eeeeeeewwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

CHARLOTTE237 : gawd 

Ovechkin 8_8  : people thought they were just shoes 

da bearsfan_241 : shark food 

Ovechkin 8_8  : then they looked inside and... 

CHARLOTTE237 : thats some nasty shit there ove 

BigDaddyBo  : How do you put an ad up for missing feet? 
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Ovechkin 8_8  : someone doesnt like the taste of canadian feet 

CHARLOTTE237 : LOL bo 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : describe the shoe 

da bearsfan_241 : what a prize a pair of shoes and some jap feet 

CHARLOTTE237 :   

 

 Based on the conversation above,it was found that the phrase nasty damn 

weatherhas meaning bad day or bad weather. It belongs to slang because there is no 

meaning in dictionary. It is also used in informal situation. It is a form of someone‟s 

expression to express the situation or condition at that time. 

 From the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 expessed his feeling that it 

was bad weather. It was Tornado happen in Canada. 

 

 

Data 21 

Stuff 

Ovechkin 8_8  : root beer aint all its cracked to be 

CHARLOTTE237 : that stuff is like roaches bo when the world is over they will 

be left lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : are 

Ovechkin 8_8  : its not as bad as a root but not as good as beer 

CHARLOTTE237 : i just could never get into drinking a root lol 

da bearsfan_241 : love root beer esp mug or a&w 

CHARLOTTE237 : what the fuck is a root pardon my french lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : i like really almost frozen beer but a root ?nah 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word stuff is for 

sexualities. The meaning of stuff  in dictionary is a properties or tools. But if it is used 
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in a slang word it will be changes in to sexualities. It is bad word that usually used in 

chat room especially for teenagers. 

 From the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 has a joke to the other 

chatters. He said that if you have a sex with roaches, the world will be over.  

 

Data 22 

Wazzzaaapp! 

CHARLOTTE237 : wazzzaaappbo , ove, !! 

BigDaddyBo  : Howdy Char! 

Ovechkin 8_8  :  Charlotte! 

CHARLOTTE237 :   

CHARLOTTE237 : dont hear anything is it just me lol? 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the wazzzaaapp is for 

what‟s up. It is an informal style of language. Almost teenagers as the chatter always 

use it to say „hello‟ to the other chatter. They use it in every conversation because 

they want to be closer to other chatters. It belongs to slang because it is used in 

informal situation and there is word for wazzzaaapp in dictionary.Anderson and 

Trudgill (1990) stated about the reason people prefer to use slang, one of them is to 

be picturesque or beautiful. Slang is unique than other taboo languages. The purpose 

is to make the conversation more interesting and attractive. In other words, it is to 

avoid the conversation become boring. The word wazzzaaapp is very popular in a 

certain community in a chatting community. 
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 Based on the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 said „wazzaaapp‟ in 

order to be closer to the other chatters. 

 

Data 23 

Devils 

truck_driving_lou : ovy, they still haven't put  subban in there 

truck_driving_lou : wtf is mtl doing 

Ovechkin 8_8  : they will 

BigDaddyBo  : They just extended him 2 years, Lou 

truck_driving_lou : the islanders are 1 pt behind devils for first place  and i can't 

believe it 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word devils is for scary 

person/strange person. In dictionary, the meaning of devil is like a ghost. But, based 

on the conversation above the meaning of devils is to be change into scary 

person/strange person. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation. 

And the other person who does not as the members of this room, they may not know 

about they are talking about. 

 Based on the conversation above, truck_driving_lou said that Islander has a 

player who is familiar with devils. 

 

 

Data 24 

Man on fire 

BigDaddyBo  : Howdy Char! 

Ovechkin 8_8  :  Charlotte! 
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CHARLOTTE237 :   

CHARLOTTE237 : dont hear anything is it just me lol? 

truck_driving_lou : u 

CHARLOTTE237 : damn 

CHARLOTTE237 : wtf? 

truck_driving_lou : no one is on mic 

Ovechkin 8_8  : i also hear nothing 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lou is messing with u 

Ovechkin 8_8  : ya i saw 

CHARLOTTE237 : quit messin wiht me lou 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol i hear now 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : with 

CHARLOTTE237 : Man on Fire is coming on with denzel anybody see it? 

BigDaddyBo  : good movie 

CHARLOTTE237 : wondering if its any good 

truck_driving_lou : ted was good 

CHARLOTTE237 : k denzel is usually good  i loved remember the titans 

CHARLOTTE237 : and malcolm x 

CHARLOTTE237 : and training day 

CHARLOTTE237 : ya i hear ted was good making ted 2 now 

CHARLOTTE237 : i heard 

BigDaddyBo  : Training Day was great 

jsanf44373  : man on fire blows  

CHARLOTTE237 : training day was intense lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : remember the titans on of my all time favs though 

CHARLOTTE237 : filmed here in ga 

CHARLOTTE237 : one 

BigDaddyBo : Don't listen to jsan, Char. His favorite show is Honey Boo 

Boo. 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the pharse Man on Fire is 

for someone who has high spirit/ambicious. If we translate in to common sentence 

means person who stands on the fire. But in slang, it will be changes to someone who 

has high spirit. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation like in the 

chat room. 
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 From the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 said that denzel team has a 

player who is usually called by Man on Fire.He is called by Man on Fire because he 

has high spirit when he plays in the certain competition 

 

Data 25 

Gals 

CHARLOTTE237 : what a story 

CHARLOTTE237 : you know there is a 2million shortage of wings from last year 

Ovechkin 8_8  : is that charlotte as in the name or the city 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol not mentioning this attempted robbery 

CHARLOTTE237 : as in the fake name hun 

CHARLOTTE237 : LOL 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : strictly an atlantagals here 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word gals is for girls. 

In chatting there are some kinds of language that appears by all chatters in the chat 

room. For example is the wordgals. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal 

situation like in the chat room. Then the word gals will be interesting for the chatters.  

 Based on the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 said that there were 

many girls in Atlanta. 

 

Data 26 

Ya 

CHARLOTTE237 : how so you giving her a ton in alimony vol? 

volsrule39  : half of everything  

CHARLOTTE237 : damn 

BigDaddyBo  : Vols pays more in child support than I make in a year 
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CHARLOTTE237 : looooooooool bo 

CHARLOTTE237 : yaknow its illegal to tap his phone dont yabo?? 

CHARLOTTE237 :   

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word ya is for you. In 

English, ya means yes. But in slang, it will be changed in to you. In chatting there 

some kinds of language that appears by all chatters in the chat room. For example is 

the word ya. Year by year, slang word will be develop. So it possible if some of 

chatters in chat room used the several of slangs. It belongs to slang because it is used 

in informal situation like in the chat room. 

 Based on the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 talked about the taping 

of his phone. 

 

Data 27 

Panthers 

CHARLOTTE237 : nice to meet you danny no not shaking your hand 

Ovechkin 8_8  : shrug 

CHARLOTTE237 : i know where its been 

CHARLOTTE237 :   

svehla_45  : Robert was a greT d mAN 

BigDaddyBo : How is white rice Uncle Ben's, who is black as the ace of 

spades? 

svehla_45  : LOL Bo 

Ovechkin 8_8  : i really wanted the Panthers to win the cup in 1996 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found the word Panthers. Commonly 

in the dictionary, panther is an animal. But in slang, panther has different meaning. 

That is sprinter. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation. As 
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mentioned by Jay (2007) that slang is informal and sometimes offensive word that is 

used by a certain community. 

 Based on the conversation above, Ovechkin 8_8 said that he really needs the 

panther to win the cup in 1996. 

 

Data 28 

Freakin movie 

da bearsfan_241 : i liked django good freakin movie ...spike lee just jealous he 

didnt do it 

CHARLOTTE237 : spike lee is jealous of every body 

 Based on the conversation above, itwas found that the phrase freakin movie is 

for abusing movie. There is no word found in dictionary for freakin. It belongs to 

slang because it is used in informal style language. 

 Based on the conversation above, da bearsfan_241 said that his favorite movie 

was djanggo.  He likes that movie because he feels abused by that movie. The story 

of that movie was very good. Then the actors of that movie were also very charming. 

Data 29 

Howdy 

BigDaddyBo  : howdy lulu 

da bearsfan_241 : well if theres a double homicide durin mardi gras we know 

who to blame 

lulubug07  : im goin spend the day in French quarter tomorrow 

BigDaddyBo  : LOL j 

BigDaddyBo  : no doubt 

lulubug07  : im goin check out all the festivities 

lulubug07 : we  gonna park where the street cars can take us straight to  

Decatur st. 
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 From the dialog above, it was found that howdy has the meaning how do you 

do. It belongs to slang because it is an informal style of language. Some of chatters in 

chat room use that word because they want to closer to the other chatters. 

 Based on the dialog above, BigDaddyBo asks lulu about her activity at that 

time. Then lulubug07 answered that she was going to check out all the festivities.  

 

Data 30 

Pricks 

……………………….  

Ovechkin 8_8  : lahoni will be right behind john harbaugh 

 

CHARLOTTE237 : LOL ove 

CHARLOTTE237 : he will hear him cussing up close and personal lol 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol 

Ovechkin 8_8  : no i was laughing at what charlotte wrote 

Ovechkin 8_8  : i believe you 

CHARLOTTE237 : i would be throwing spitballs at harbaugh  

CHARLOTTE237 : back of his head 

CHARLOTTE237 : both of them both such pricks lol 

 

 From the dialog above, it was found that pricks has the meaning an idiot 

person. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation like in the chat 

room. Moreover the word pricks is not found in dictionary. Commonly slang is not 

found in dictionary, it is not easy to define the word of slang. As mentioned by 

Fromkin (2003:473) thatslang is one of those things that everybody can recognize and 

nobody can define. 
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 Based on the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 said that Ovechkin 8_8 

and lahoni are pricks. 

 

Data 31 

Brownie points 

CHARLOTTE237 : i would be throwing spitballs at harbaugh  

CHARLOTTE237 : back of his head 

CHARLOTTE237 : both of them both such pricks lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : the bro's 

CHARLOTTE237 : who you going with lah? 

CHARLOTTE237 : wife/ 

CHARLOTTE237 : etc 

CHARLOTTE237 : great 

CHARLOTTE237 : nice father in law huge brownie points lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : how far  you going lah ? where do you live? 

CHARLOTTE237 : to get there 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the phrase brownie points 

is for a gift or achievement. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal style of 

language. Some of chatters in the chat room used that phrase to express their happy 

feeling. They used that slang in order to make the situation in the room to be 

enjoyable. 

 Based on the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 said that he already gave 

a huge gift to his father.  

 

Data 32 

Gay 
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Ovechkin 8_8  : we prefer center of the universe 

CHARLOTTE237 : i am  impressed YOU are impressed with our NFL  

CHARLOTTE237 :   

CHARLOTTE237 : lol center of universe lol 

Ovechkin 8_8 : we got a lot of people here who go to buffalo for their NFL 

fix 

Ovechkin 8_8  : and now buffalo starts coming up here 

CHARLOTTE237 : how far is that journey? 

da bearsfan_241 : isnt toronto like the gay capital of the world? 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol bear 

Ovechkin 8_8  : shut up dbf lol 

da bearsfan_241 : lol 

Ovechkin 8_8  : and yes it is 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol but im not a part of that capital 

CHARLOTTE237 :   

CHARLOTTE237 :   

Ovechkin 8_8 : but they do have a street which is pretty much all gay people 

Ovechkin 8_8  : Maitland & Church street 

CHARLOTTE237 : how far it it to buffalo to toronto? 

CHARLOTTE237 : from i mean 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol gay church 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found word gay is for homosexual 

male.It belongs to slang because it is used in informal style of language. Slang is also 

referred to as vernacular, especially when it is associated with a particular social 

group, as teenagers. As we know that almost the members of the chat room in Paltalk 

Chat, especially in The Sports Rejects are teenagers. 

 Based on the conversation above, Ovechkin 8_8 said that there were many 

gays in the capital. 

 

Data 33 

Goin 
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BigDaddyBo  : howdy lulu 

da bearsfan_241 : well if theres a double homicide durin mardi gras we know 

who to blame 

lulubug07  : im goin spend the day in French quarter tomorrow 

BigDaddyBo  : LOL j 

BigDaddyBo  : no doubt 

lulubug07  : im goin check out all the festivities 

lulubug07 : we  gonna park where the street cars can take us straight to  

Decatur st. 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word goin is for going. 

It belongs to slang because it is used in informal style of language. It is also familiar 

for the teenager because almost all of them use it in every chatting conversation. 

 Based on the conversation above, lulubug07 said that she going to check out 

all the festivities. 

Data 34 

My bad 

Ovechkin 8_8 : sir when you took your shoes back to the store, you didnt 

have to leave your toes  

CHARLOTTE237 : i would love for some chanel shoes to wash up near me 

Ovechkin 8_8  : oh my bad 

CHARLOTTE237 : but not on any water lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : except creek in backyard lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : did once have a huge and i mean huge turtle show up 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the wordmy bad is forI am 

sorry. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation and it is used in 

informal style of language. 
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 Based on the conversation above, Ovechkin 8_8 said sorry to 

CHARLOTTE237 because Ovechkin 8_8 really want to have CHARLOTTE237‟s 

shoes. 

 

Data 35 

Gonbe 

Ovechkin 8_8  : charles barkley did appear on a weather report 

da bearsfan_241 : was it a shazaam of a report? 

jsanf44373  : some might say the warriors are best team right now  

Ovechkin 8_8 : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9-7PHHoN6M here you 

go 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol 

Ovechkin 8_8  : charles walks in "whens rain gon stop" 

Ovechkin 8_8  : i have no problems with the Golden State Warriors jsan 

da bearsfan_241 : consulting to krazy is kidnap and kill em 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lahoni  

falcons_time_is_now : LOUD 

Ovechkin 8_8  : vick 

falcons_time_is_now : ove 

bnm8390  : Steve Nash's first game in phoenix as a laker tonight.   

jsanf44373  : suns are doomed  

Ovechkin 8_8   : lol @ charles "thats phoenix, im in scottsdale" 

the_original_bludhound : ray lewis murder case on cnn right now 

falcons_time_is_now  : yes 

da bearsfan_241  : lol ove 

Ovechkin 8_8   : charles:"its gonbe rainy, then its gon be chilly" 

Ovechkin 8_8   : hes like ollie from family guy 

da bearsfan_241  : sounds like his indepth analysis of his nba talk 

Ovechkin 8_8   :  ITS RAININ SIDEWAYS! 

Ovechkin 8_8   : lol 
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 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word gonbe is for 

gonna be or going to be. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal situation. It 

is also familiar to the teenager as the chatters in the chat room.  

 Based on the conversation above, Ovechkin 8_8 said to Charles that today 

will be rainy, and then it will be hot. 

 

Data 36 

Chilly 

Ovechkin 8_8   : charles barkley did appear on a weather report 

da bearsfan_241  : was it a shazaam of a report? 

jsanf44373 : some might say the warriors are best team right now  

Ovechkin 8_8 : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9-7PHHoN6M 

here you go 

Ovechkin 8_8   : lol 

Ovechkin 8_8   : charles walks in "whens rain gon stop" 

Ovechkin 8_8 : i have no problems with the Golden State Warriors 

jsan 

da bearsfan_241  : consulting to krazy is kidnap and kill em 

Ovechkin 8_8   : lahoni  

falcons_time_is_now  : LOUD 

Ovechkin 8_8   : vick 

falcons_time_is_now  : ove 

bnm8390 : Steve Nash's first game in phoenix as a laker tonight.   

jsanf44373   : suns are doomed  

Ovechkin 8_8   : lol @ charles "thats phoenix, im in scottsdale" 

the_original_bludhound : ray lewis murder case on cnn right now 

falcons_time_is_now  : yes 

da bearsfan_241  : lol ove 

Ovechkin 8_8   : charles:"its gonbe rainy, then its gon be chilly" 

Ovechkin 8_8   : hes like ollie from family guy 

da bearsfan_241  : sounds like his indepth analysis of his nba talk 

Ovechkin 8_8   :  ITS RAININ SIDEWAYS! 

Ovechkin 8_8   : lol  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9-7PHHoN6M
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 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word chilly is for hot 

weather. In dictionary, the meaning of chilly is something which is very spicy. But in 

this conversation, it will be changed into hot weather.  

 Based on the conversation above, Ovechkin 8_8 said to Charles that today 

will be rainy, and then it will be hot. 

 

 

Data 37 

Gonna 

BigDaddyBo  : howdy lulu 

da bearsfan_241 : well if theres a double homicide durin mardi gras we know 

who to blame 

lulubug07  : im goin spend the day in French quarter tomorrow 

BigDaddyBo  : LOL j 

BigDaddyBo  : no doubt 

lulubug07  : im goin check out all the festivities 

lulubug07 : we  gonna park where the street cars can take us straight to  

Decatur st. 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word gonna is for 

going to. It belongs to slang because it is used in informal style of language. It is also 

familiar for the teenagers. Because almost of them use it in every chatting 

conversation. 

 Based on the conversation above, lulubug07 said that she is going to the park. 

Data 38 

Chicken wings 
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truck_driving_lou : we got the car completly surrounded, come out with your 

hands up and a put the hot sauce down 

CHARLOTTE237 : put the ranch dressing down out of the car. 

Ovechkin 8_8  : yes, put down the shake n bake too 

CHARLOTTE237 : the idiots had a forklift too funny 

CHARLOTTE237 : what a story 

CHARLOTTE237 : you know there is a 2million shortage of wings from last year 

Ovechkin 8_8  : is that charlotte as in the name or the city 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol not mentioning this attempted robbery 

CHARLOTTE237 : as in the fake name hun 

CHARLOTTE237 : LOL 

Ovechkin 8_8  : lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : strictly an atlanta gals here 

Ovechkin 8_8 : honestly who comes up with an idea to steal that many 

chicken wings 

CHARLOTTE237 : except for llike 2 cities one being my beloved chapel hill i 

mostly hate nc . 

CHARLOTTE237 : i know ove  

CHARLOTTE237 : too  inane to believe 

CHARLOTTE237 : how do you unload that lol 

CHARLOTTE237 : and to WHO 

Ovechkin 8_8 : in prison, so what are you in for?  im in for possession.....of 

chicken wings 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol if li am going to prison its gonna be for chanel LOL 

CHARLOTTE237 : not wingsssssssssss 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word phrase chicken 

wingsis for ugly woman. It is used in informal style of language. It is also kind of bad 

word. 

 Based on the conversation above,Ovechkin 8_8 said that there was many 

chicken wings in Atlanta. 

 

Data 39 

Babe 

CHARLOTTE237 : how far it it to buffalo to toronto? 
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CHARLOTTE237 : from i mean 

CHARLOTTE237 : lol gay church 

Ovechkin 8_8  :about 160 km 

CHARLOTTE237 : never seen one of them 

CHARLOTTE237 : in miles babe? 

 

 Based on the conversation above, it was found that the word babe. In slang, 

the meaning of babe is an affectionate form for someone. It is used in informal 

situation and it is an informal style of language. 

 Based on the conversation above, CHARLOTTE237 called to Ovechkin 8_8 

by babe. CHARLOTTE237 used that word because he wants to be closer to the 

Ovechkin 8_8. 

 

4.1.3 The categories of slang in The Sports Rejectsin Paltalk chat. 

After analyzing the meaning of slangs that are found in The Sports Rejects in 

Paltalk chat, the reseacher categorizes the slang based on the meaning of slangs. 

There are two types of slang, they are 14 regular vocabulary used in specific ways 

and 25 regular vocabulary words. 

 

a. Regular vocabulary used in specific ways 

 

Table 4.1.3 (a) Regular vocabulary used in specific ways 

No 

Regular 

vocabulary 

used in 

specific ways 

Literal meaning 
Slang meaning in The Sport 

Rejects in Paltalk Chat 

1 Tune Melody of song Warning in order that the other 
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chatter replys his chat. 

2 Off of a swich Leaving from the chat room 

3 Stuff Material of things Sexualities 

4 Devils Ghost Strange person 

No 

Regular 

vocabulary 

used in 

specific ways 

Literal meaning 
Slang meaning in The Sport 

Rejects in Paltalk Chat 

5 Panther Name of animal Sprinter 

6 Chilly Spicy taste Summer 

7 Babe Baby An affectionate form to someone 

8 Pricks Make a small hole in An idiots person 

9 
Chicken 

wings 
Wings‟s chicken Ugly woman 

10 Man on fire 
A man who stand on 

the fire 
Ambicious person 

11 Gay Happy Homosexual man 

12 Freakin movie Bad movie Abusing movie 

13 
Browmie 

point 
Brownie cake Gift 

14 My Bad My mistake I am sorry 
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 The first category is regular vocabulary used in specific ways. This category is 

like connotative form. It means that the word or the phrasedoes not show its literal 

meaning, but it can be used as insults. Here are 14regular vocabulary used in specific 

ways found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk Chat. 

 

b. Regular vocabulary words 

 The second category is regular vocabulary words. Slang also makes use of 

regular words formation devices to creates new words.It means that year by year, 

slang will be developed to be more colorful and interesting. Therefore, it is very 

possible if the chatters make the new slang word. They can create new word to be 

slang. Here are 25regular vocabulary words found in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk 

Chat. 

Table 4.1.3 (b) Regular vocabulary word 

No Slang No Slang No Slang 

1 Talken 10 Howdy 19 Ur 

2 Wazzzaappp 11 Gonna 20 Gay 

3 Hola 12 Ur slackin 21 Wuld 

4 Hawr you 13 Fucked up 22 Sorta 

5 Wachim 14 Free mic 23 Dunno 
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25 slangs above are categorized as regular vocabulary word. Because all of 

them are created by the chatters itself. Year by year, the using of slang will be 

increasingly developed. The chatter creates the new slang word because they want to 

be colorful and wonderful when they  chat in the room. They make the situation more 

interesting, so that they create a new slang word in order to make the chatters closer 

to the other chatter. They make the situation to be enjoyable because of using the 

various of slang.  

 

c. Blends 

 The third categories is blends. Blends are common in slang, as with forms such 

as absotively and posilutely (both word being blends based on the word absolutely 

and positively). Affixes can be used also, as with the slang suffix – ski (or-sky), found 

on such words as brewski (“beer”), tootski (a puff on marijuana cigarette) and 

buttinski (one who butts in). So, there were no blends of slang that the reseacher 

found during data collection. 

6 Wanna 15 Aint 24 Goin 

7 Gettin 16 Gotta 25 Gonbe 

8 Fucking coach 17 
Nasty damn 

weather 
  

9 Gals 18 Ya   
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1.2 Discussion 

The process to find the slang in this research is to try to analyze the sentence in 

every part in Paltalk Chat found in The Sports Rejects. After analyzing the research 

finding, the researcher concludes that slangs found in Paltalk Chat, especially in The 

Sport Rejectsconsist of two categories. They were regular vocabulary used in specific 

ways and regular vocabulary words. There were no blends found in The Sports 

Rejects, because blends are word combination, as with forms affixes and suffixes. It 

was more difficult to express than regular vocabulary used in specific ways and 

regular specific words. 

Nowadays, chatting becomes favorite activity for chatters because it does not 

limit distance, condition and time.Chatting through Internet is one of the ways to be 

able to communicate with others. To join in the fun, all you need is an Internet 

Service Provider to get you connected to the Internet. A great advantage of the 

Internet chatting is that it brings people from all over the globe closer together. 

Chatting is one of the most popular activities on the Internet and involves people 

from all walks of life and just about all ages come together in areas where they can 

join in on a variety of topics that they are interested in with people all around the 

world. One of the ways to get more interesting thing in chatting,chatters can uses 

slang. By using slang the chatters will be easier to express their ideas or knowledge. 

Then, they will more friendly to the other chatters. 
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According to Trask (1999:279) “Slang is informal and ephemeral linguistic 

forms. Slang is one of an informal style of language”. Almost everyone uses slang on 

some occasions, but it is easy to define the word. Moreover, according to Fromkin 

(2003:473) slang is one of those things that everybody can recognize and nobody can 

define. 

There are many reasons in using slang for chatters in Paltalk chat, the first is to 

make the chat interesting or wonderful when they are communicate to the others. 

Especially for chatters, they use slang in order to make them not boring with the other 

chatters. For example: gonna, ur, gettin, gotta, and wachim. The second reason is for 

telling the secret. As a result, the use of slang as a secret language is a particularly the 

purpose for the chatters. When they do not want their chat to be known or 

understoodby others, they use slang to overcome that problem. For example: free mic, 

tune, im on beer, and off. 

The participants or the chatters in The Sports Rejects in Paltalk Chat are mostly 

teenagers. All of them prefer to use informal style language than formal style 

language, for example: gals, gonbe, im on beer, gonna, and other else. Because of 

that, slang is not easy to be used by people because slang refers to informal 

conversation style, so that slang commonly carries negative connotation. Slang also 

refers to as vernacular, especially when it is associated with a particular social group, 

as teenager. 
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  As a conclusion, slangwill be growing rapidlyfromyearto yearorevenfrom 

months. Slangwillappearwiththe changesin theterm ofvocabulary. For example: bro, 

sis, gals, im on beer, and many other. 

 


